TOWN OF DEWEY-HUMBOLDT
ADMINISTRATIVE REGULATION
Subject: Travel Expenditures Policy and
Procedures

AR № 10-04
Effective Date: June 1, 2010

1. SCOPE. This policy applies to all Town staff, Council, Committee, Commission and Board Members.
2. PURPOSE. To facilitate travel payment requests, reimbursements, reconciliations, and vendor
payments, while meeting Internal Revenue Service (IRS) requirements. To provide clear and
consistent guidelines for purchasing card payments, and reimbursement of business-related
expenses incurred by a Town of Dewey-Humboldt traveler while traveling to engage in Town
business.
2.1. This policy ensures that Town employees and officials follow appropriate procedures when
arranging for travel, lodging, and other reasonable expenses incurred as a result of traveling to
conduct authorized Town business. This policy is also to ensure that payments made by the Town
are for actual and necessary expenses incurred for Town business.
2.2. The guidelines outlined within this policy are considered reasonable, and all Town of DeweyHumboldt travelers (employees, contract staff, Town Council, Committee, Commission and Board
Members) are expected to manage their travel expenditures according to this policy.
3. TRAVEL EXPENDITURE POLICY. Travel expenses are not only one of the most scrutinized expenses
(public and private) that the Town of Dewey-Humboldt pays, but the IRS also heavily regulates
them. The IRS allows that payments for business and training travel may be made without being
taxed to the employee as long as the company maintains an “accountable plan.” To be considered
an “accountable plan,” a business-expense reimbursement arrangement must meet three
conditions:
3.1. BUSINESS CONNECTION - Payments made under the plan must be for work-related expenses.
3.2. SUBSTANTIATION – Travelers must substantiate, within a reasonable period of time, the amount,
time, use, and business purpose of the allowance or expense payment.
3.3. RETURN OF EXCESS PAYMENTS – Travelers must be required to return, within a reasonable period
of time, any amounts that exceed their substantiated expenses.
These guidelines must be followed in order to retain the Town’s “accountable plan” status with the
IRS. Any allowances (lodging, ground transportation, etc.) advanced for a traveler must be supported
by a Post Travel Reconciliation within 21 working days after return date of travel or the Town may
initiate the process of converting all allowances provided into taxable compensation to the traveler.
3.4. All Town travel reconciliations will be routinely audited to ensure they follow proper Town of
Dewey-Humboldt guidelines and IRS regulations (not to mention they are subject to regular press
inquiry). Travel expenses submitted without receipts may not be reimbursed as an allowable
business expense under an accountable plan (per IRS guidelines).
3.5. THE ADVANCE TRAINING/TRAVEL REQUEST (ATR) AND POST TRAVEL RECONCILIATION (PTR) Form
is required for all Town travel - regardless of whether costs are paid by purchasing card. The
purchasing card purchases are to be listed on the Travel form as Town pre-paid items.
3.6. BUSINESS TRAINING AND CONFERENCES EXPENSES are budgeted in account code 6020 "Training and
Travel.” Overnight Training/Business Travel Expenses is defined as all travel-related expenses when

traveler cannot travel to, conduct Town business and return travel within a full work day, e.g., 10
hours maximum. Travel and business that requires less time than this does not justify overnight stay
and added travel expenditures for room, meals and transportation, unless the Town Manager
specifically authorizes an exception. Registration and/or mileage expenses for "Same Day
Training/Business Expenses" should also be charged to account 6020.
3.7. PURCHASING CARD. The Town Purchasing Card can be used to pay for airline tickets, registration
fees for conferences and seminars, hotel lodging charges, restaurant meals, rental car, taxi or
shuttle. The Town Purchasing Card cannot be used to pay for alcohol, tobacco, prohibited goods and
services or non-Town employee expense (i.e. airfare, hotels, etc.). See AR 09-03 Credit Card
Procedures for additional reference.
3.8. The ATR Form is required for all Town travel - regardless of whether costs are paid by
purchasing card. The purchasing card purchases are to be listed on the Travel form as Town pre-paid
items.
3.9. INSURANCE. To reduce the risk of injury, all travelers are to wear seat restraints at all times when
riding in ground transportation. If a traveler is involved in an accident while traveling on Town
business, first seek medical attention if so required. If possible, gather information about the incident
such as names of persons involved and/or the police officer that was at the scene, and all that.
Report the information to the Town Manager and your immediate supervisor at the earliest possible
time.
3.9.1.
If a traveler is involved in an accident while driving his/her personal auto on authorized
Town business, the traveler should first contact his/her insurance agent to report the accident.
Then contact the Town Manager (or Designee) with details regarding the incident.
3.9.2. Non-Town employees (guests) are not permitted to use/drive a Town rented vehicle.
However, allowing guests to accompany a Town employee/contract staff in a rental or personal
vehicle is permissible so long as the guests are part of the normal course of Town business.
3.10.

NON-REIMBURSABLE EXPENSES include:

3.10.1. Trip or personal accident insurance policies.
3.10.2. Personal automobile insurance or maintenance.
3.10.3. Damage to a traveler’s personal vehicle that was used while on Town business.
3.10.4. Personal medical expenses (should be submitted under traveler's own medical
insurance).
3.10.5. Theft, loss, or damage to personal luggage or property (should be submitted under the
traveler's own insurance coverage).
3.11.
CONFERENCE/SEMINAR REGISTRATION FEES. The cost of registration shall be included on
the ATR Form. If indicated on the form, Accounts Payable will send a Town check for registration
fees directly to the sponsoring agency. Include a copy of the conference/registration form, and
supporting documentation indicating the purpose/business nature of the trip (e.g., travel brochures,
bulletins, etc.) with the Travel Request form.
Note: the registration cost must be included on the ATR Form, even if paid by purchasing card, so that
the total cost of the trip can be determined.
3.12.
AIR TRAVEL. Air coach transportation will be limited to an economy class commercial air
carrier for out-of-state travel. All airfare bookings will be arranged by Finance after review of at least
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three comparable price quotes to substantiate that the traveler obtained the most cost-effective
rate to the Town that meets their business travel needs. In some cases, the lower airfare may
require the traveler to endure a connecting flight or slightly longer layover between flights. When
the lowest fare requires multiple connections or very lengthy layovers, it may make business sense
to select an alternate to the lowest fare. The decision for selecting the most appropriate and cost –
effective option shall be made with input from Finance, traveler, and management.
3.12.1. The price quotes may be obtained through web-based travel services or directly from
the travel providers (for example: Orbitz, Travelocity, Expedia, etc. and Southwest Airlines).
Criteria for flight selection should be based on the lowest available commercial airfare, taking
into consideration cost, expediency, and the carrier. All three price comparisons must be
attached to the ATR Form when submitted to Finance. Note: If the travel destination is one of
Southwest Airlines’ posted destinations, one of the required three quotes must be from
Southwest Airlines. If the traveler declines the lowest available fare, additional justification may
be requested by Finance to support the alternate choice and will be attached to the ATR Form.
3.12.2. Travelers are expected to have their trips authorized early so that airfare arrangements
can be made at least 21 days prior to travel to take advantage of less expensive flight options.
Waiting until the last minute becomes extremely costly to the Town. Airfare arrangements made
less than 21 days in advance shall be have documentation explaining as to the business
necessity for last minute travel arrangements that will be attached to the ATR Form.
3.12.3. When a traveler makes personal stops enroute to a business destination, the traveler
will only charge the Town up to the cost of a round trip coach ticket from Phoenix to the
business destination. Travelers shall obtain documentation supporting the cost of the round trip
coach ticket from Phoenix to the business destination point at the time the ticket, including
personal stops enroute is purchased. The documentation supporting the amount that is
reimbursable to the traveler shall be submitted as part of the travel reconciliation. All additional
non-business cost must be paid by the traveler.
3.12.4. Use of other modes of transportation (bus, rail, rental car, Town vehicle, and personal
vehicle) may be required based on circumstances of travel that render air transportation
uneconomical or impractical. It is recommended that the number of Council Members and/or
Town management staff traveling on the same flight be limited to three, in the event of a
serious accident.
Note: The cost of the airline tickets must be included on the ATR form, even though they are paid by
purchasing card, so that the total cost of the trip can be determined.
3.13.
LODGING. When possible, in most instances, traveler shall stay in the hotel where the
event is taking place. This will reduce the need for a rental car, daily parking expense for the rental
car, or other ground transportation expense. All hotel arrangements shall be made by Finance.
There may be instances where the room rate offered by the conference is lower than what can be
obtained on the Internet or through need for additional ground transportation expense for an
offsite hotel. Travelers should always inquire about government room discount rates and the
event’s discount rate.
3.13.1. Hotels usually request a credit card number to reserve the first night’s stay and one
night’s charge may be required. During the reservation process, Finance will request a Credit
Card Authorization Form (CCA) from the hotel. It is important to note that the CCA form be
faxed to the hotel with a direct call to confirm receipt 1 week in advance of arrival. Any time
sooner runs the risk of the form being “misplaced” by the hotel staff. Valid charges are to be
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specified on the CCA form and they include lodging, tax, parking, internet connection and local
calls only. Movies, room service and personal items are not to be approved under any
circumstances.
3.13.2. The “paid” lodging receipts must accompany the ATR Form whether the receipt
amount matches the requested amount or not. Any meal or room service charges on the hotel
bill, not paid directly by the traveler, shall be denied. Note: The cost of the hotel must still be
included on the ATR Form, even if paid by purchasing card, so that the total cost of the trip
can be determined.
3.14.
MEALS & INCIDENTALS. Itemized receipts can be submitted for all reasonable meals and
incidentals incurred while traveling (no alcohol, tobacco, reading material, personal items, etc.).
Receipts for laundry will only be reimbursed if the trip required the traveler to stay overnight for
more than 4 consecutive days. All expenses must be actual and clearly substantiated prior to
reimbursement. Documented evidence, e.g., a itemized receipt, is required before reimbursement
will be made.
3.14.1. Meal and incidental expense reimbursement is only allowed when it is necessary to stay
overnight to conduct Town business. Travelers attending half-day or one-day training or
conferences at which the traveler expects to return to work within a normal workday, (e.g., 10
hours) will not be reimbursed or advanced.
Note: the cost of the meals and incidentals must still be included on the ATR Form, even if paid by
purchasing card, so that the total cost of the trip can be determined.
3.15.
GROUND TRANSPORTATION. It is the traveler’s responsibility to use the most economical
means available for ground transportation and parking in order to maintain control over their
departmental travel budget. In most cases, it is more reasonable to take a taxi, public
transportation, or hotel transportation instead of renting a car.
3.15.1. Mileage from the traveler’s normal place of work to the airport is considered an
appropriate ground transportation charge. The mileage must be noted on the ATR Form and
will be reimbursed at the standard mileage rate. Mileage from home to airport is not
reimbursed.
3.15.2. When air, bus, or rail transportation is used, expenses for local transportation, such as
taxicab and bus fare, will be allowed whenever such transportation is necessary to conduct
Town business. Travelers should check ahead to see if a shuttle service is available for airport
pick-up to conference or seminar locations. It is the traveler's responsibility to use the most
economical means available for transportation and parking in order to maintain control over
their departmental travel budget. Typical Shuttle service to Sky Harbor Airport currently charges
$34 one way and $56 round trip per person with multiple pick-up and drop-off locations.
Transportation and parking at Sky Harbor should not ordinarily exceed the cost of using the
shuttle service.
3.15.3. To reduce the risk of injury, all travelers are to wear seat belt restraints at all times,
when riding in ground transportation. If a traveler is involved in an accident while traveling on
Town business, first seek medical attention if so required. If possible, gather information about
the incident (e.g., names of persons involved and/or the police officer that was at the scene,
etc.) as possible. Report the information to the Town Manager and your immediate supervisor
at the earliest possible time.
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3.16.
PERSONAL AUTO USAGE. Travelers will be reimbursed for authorized use of their personal
vehicle for Town business. The mileage reimbursement rate per mile will be updated periodically in
accordance with the approved IRS guidelines www.irs.gov . The origination and destination
addresses of the trip and the number of miles must be indicated on the ATR Form.
3.16.1. Though a personal vehicle may be used in lieu of air travel, mileage reimbursement shall
not exceed the cost of refundable round trip air transportation (economy class) for a reservation
made at least 21 days in advance of the trip. Miles traveled must be included in the Estimated
Travel Costs portion of the ATR Form when the rate times the number of miles driven is being
reimbursed. If airfare is the lesser, state that fact and request the amount of the airfare. Include
a copy of an airfare quote (at least 21 days in advance) to substantiate the dollars requested.
3.16.2. Mileage will be reimbursed only for the miles in excess of the traveler's normal
commute to Town offices, e.g., IRS regulations provide for reimbursement from work site to
work site not including miles from home to work. Tolls and parking fees are considered
reimbursable if incurred while driving for Town business (excluding to and from work).
3.16.3. If a traveler is involved in an accident while driving his/her personal auto on authorized
Town travel, the employee’s insurance coverage shall be deemed primary. The employee must
first contact his or her own insurance agent to report the accident. Then contact the Town
Manager with details regarding the incident.
3.17.
RENTAL CARS. Travelers shall inquire about all ground transportation and use the most
economical in figuring comparative costs. For example: the costs for shuttles, buses or taxis, are
almost always less than rental cars. Information should be obtained about available ground
transportation and costs from the organizations sponsoring the conference or training. It is expected
that the traveler will take steps to ensure the Town gets the best possible rate. Travelers shall
maintain documentation supporting the need for a rental car and that the chosen car rental was
procured using the best possible rate to the Town. Travelers should base the quote on a standard or
economy car model and obtain the following information in order to accurately estimate the total
rental car cost. Travelers must ask about these items, otherwise, it is likely that the traveler will be
given the base rental rate only which will not give a true estimate of costs.
3.17.1. The base 24-hour rental rate.
3.17.2. Availability of grace periods (many agencies will allow up to 59 minutes grace, or no
charge for use beyond the 24-hour period).
3.17.3. Hourly pro rata cost beyond the 24-hour period.
3.17.4. Mileage costs, if any.
3.17.5. Applicable tax.
3.17.6. Any special or discount rates available.
3.17.7. The Town maintains the appropriate domestic car insurance coverage for its traveling
employees. Therefore, you should decline all insurance when entering into a car rental
agreement for business use in the US or Canada.
3.17.8. Travelers should fill up the gas before returning the car to avoid the high gasoline
service charge assessed by the rental company. In some instances, the rental car agency offers
their gas at a discounted price that is obviously lower than the market price. Traveler discretion
is advised in all cases and the rental car receipt should be documented accordingly.
Note: the cost of the chosen transportation method must be included on the ATR Form, even if paid
by purchasing card, so that the total cost of the trip can be determined.
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3.18.
TELEPHONE CALLS. During travel, all business-related telephone calls will be reimbursed.
Documented evidence, e.g., a itemized statement, is required before reimbursement will be made.
3.19.
NETWORK LAPTOP COMPUTER USAGE. Hotel charges for telephone lines to accommodate
computer network usage can be very expensive and use should be limited to carrying out Town
business which is absolutely necessary while traveling. Note: Travelers must take extra care to
safeguard computer equipment and data when traveling.
3.20.
TIPS. Reasonable and customary tips are reimbursable when incurred in the conduct of
Town business. Tips are to be written in on the bottom of the receipt (i.e. hotel, taxi, restaurant,
etc.) thereby becoming a part of the total of the particular expense category. The following are
suggested guidelines for the most common tip occurrences:
3.20.1. Restaurant tips should be 15%-20% depending on level of service.
3.20.2. Tips for handling luggage should not exceed $1 per piece of luggage.
3.20.3. Room service tips are usually included in the bill.
3.20.4. Taxi/shuttle driver tips should be 10%-15%. These tips are included as a ground
transportation expense and can be reimbursed upon return as necessary.
Note: Local customs and circumstances should determine actual expenditure. For example, when
traveling outside of the U.S. tips are typically included in the restaurant bill.
3.21.
LAUNDRY SERVICE. Laundry and valet costs are reimbursable only if the duration of the
trip is (a) longer than 4 consecutive days (does not include personal travel days), or (b) the traveler is
unexpectedly required to extend a trip beyond its intended duration. When the above criteria are
met, laundry expenses shall not exceed a reasonable amount.
3.22.
GARAGE AND PARKING FEES. It is the traveler’s responsibility to use the most economical
means available for transportation and parking in order to maintain control over their departmental
travel budget. Travelers should also consider the airports less expensive long-term parking for a trip
that will last more than one day. Typical Shuttle service to Sky Harbor Airport currently charges $34
one way and $56 round trip per person with multiple pick-up and drop-off locations. Transportation
and parking at Sky Harbor should not ordinarily exceed the cost of using the shuttle service. Check
the per-day parking rate at the chosen hotel. These rates can be quite expensive and possibly above
and beyond other ground transportation services that can be utilized each day.
Note: The cost of garage and parking fees must be included on the ATR Form, even if paid by
purchasing card, so that the total cost of the trip can be determined.
3.23.
PERSONAL TRAVEL. Travelers may arrange for an extra night stay over and/or a personal
stop en route to a business destination, provided they reconcile and pay all additional expenses. All
guest expenses are non-reimbursable and should not be included on any Town travel form.
3.24.

POSTAGE. As needed for Town business.

3.25.
MEALS PROVIDED FOR BUSINESS MEETINGS. In the course of Town of Dewey-Humboldt
business, Upper Level Management travelers may be required to host affiliates or others for lunch,
dinner, etc. Such occasions should not be extravagant or unreasonable and must meet a definite
business purpose. A fully itemized receipt that documents the expense including the date, name and
location of the meeting, and the name and company of those who attended the business function
must support the occasion, as well as the Town of Dewey-Humboldt business need for the expense.
All business meals incurred while hosting appropriate business affiliates are fully reimbursable as
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long as the cost is within reason. However, the purchase of alcoholic beverages will not be
reimbursed and should not be included on the reconciliation form. Also see purchasing card section
regarding use for meal expenses.
3.26.
MISCELLANEOUS. Any other Town business related expense should be documented and
may be reimbursed pending approval by the Town Manager and Finance as long as the expense is
reasonable and complies with the Town’s travel policy.
3.27.
NON-REIMBURSABLE EXPENDITURES. The Town reserves the right to refuse to reimburse a
traveler for (a) a charge that is not in accordance with the policy set forth herein; (b) a portion of the
charge that exceeds the limit set forth in the policy; (c) any charges that are incurred that are not
necessary for the conduct of the Town’s business; and, (d) charges that are not substantiated by
proper documentation and a fully itemized receipt. All expenses must be actual and clearly
substantiated prior to reimbursement.
Note: There are certain common expenses that the Town believes are not necessary in the
performance of the Town’s business. A list of non-reimbursable items is below. This is not meant to be
an all inclusive list:
3.27.1. Personal travel - Any personal expenses and all expenses related to inclusion of a guest
while traveling during the trip. Non-business/personal air travel, auto rental, and hotel
arrangements cannot be charged to your Town purchasing card. These expenses must be billed
on a personal credit card or paid with personal funds and kept separate from Town travel.
3.27.2. Unauthorized attendance at conventions, meetings, or conferences.
3.27.3. Personal reading material including subscriptions for periodicals or magazines.
3.27.4. Fines or penalties for parking or traffic violations.
3.27.5. Hotel late charges for failure to notify and/or cancel reservations.
3.27.6. "Incidental Expenses" for tips and gratuities for baggage, maid, meals, etc., should be
included as part of the post travel reconciliation along with lodging and ground transportation
receipts. No additional allowance will be made for tips or gratuities.
3.27.7. Personal phone calls that exceed limitations as specified in this AR.
3.27.8. Personal entertainment (including hotel room movies and health club).
3.27.9. Alcohol.
3.27.10. Tobacco.
3.27.11. Cost of travelers checks.
3.27.12. Incidentals (barber, manicurist, or shoeshine, etc.)
3.27.13. Purchase of luggage, briefcases, etc.
3.27.14. Trip insurance policies.
3.27.15. Personal automobile insurance or maintenance.
3.27.16. Damage to a traveler’s personal vehicle that was used on Town business.
3.27.17. Medical expenses (should be submitted under traveler’s medical insurance).
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3.27.18. Theft, loss, or damage to personal luggage or property (should be submitted under the
appropriate insurance).
3.27.19. Gifts, cards or donations.
3.27.20. Any expenses incurred by the traveler’s family or guests.
3.27.21. Any expenses deemed to be excessive and/or not justified for Town business per the
traveler's manager.
3.27.22. When Town employees are paid by outside companies to attend or speak while on
Town-paid travel, those proceeds (compensation) received must be deducted from the travel
expense amount paid by the Town or that the Town is requested to pay.
3.27.23. Town travelers may stay with a friend or relative while traveling; however, the Town will
not reimburse for any payment to the friend or relative for lodging, meals, or transportation.
3.27.24. Expenses incurred as part of election campaign activities shall not be reimbursed.
Note: If it is later determined that expenses covered by prepayment to a sponsoring or service
providing organization or by advance payment or reimbursement to a Town traveler do not comply
with this policy, the value must be refunded by the benefiting Town employee.
3.28.
RESPONSIBILITIES. All Town travelers must obtain an approved Training & Travel Request
and Reconciliation Form prior to any travel arrangements. The Town Manager may sign his/her own
Training & Travel Request and Reconciliation Form. All other travel request forms must be approved
by the Town Manager and Finance.
3.28.1. Each Department Head is also responsible for ensuring travel requests submitted by
their subordinates is consistent with Town policy and has met all the advance requirements of
the regulation. Before the Employee request for training and/or travel has been approved, the
traveler must prepare a ATR Form. Responsibility for review and pre-approval of the ATR
Form is delegated to Directors and Managers within each department. It continues to be the
primary responsibility of the Directors and Managers within each department to ensure validity
of travel, and that all expenses are properly documented and correctly incurred within the
guidelines of the Town travel expense policy. Management is also responsible for
providing/communicating the Town’s travel guidelines to all Town travelers.
3.28.2. An ATR Form for all staff must include the approval, review and signature of the Town
Manager and Finance.
3.29.

PROGRAM/PROCESS CONTROLS. Internal management controls and oversight include:

3.29.1. Requires advanced travel estimates and pre-approval from upper level management
prior to travel arrangements. This approval must be obtained whether the trip is paid by Town
funds or the meeting/conferences hosts or sponsors pay for the trip.
3.29.2. Requires approval of two levels of management above the traveler on the ATR Form.
An approved form is required whether the trip is paid by Town funds or whether the
meeting/conferences hosts or sponsors pay for the trip.
3.29.3. Requires timely submittal of travel reconciliation.
4. TRAVEL PROCEDURES:
4.1. TRAVELER.
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4.1.1. Download and prepare an ATR Form, attach support for travel estimates, (e.g.
Conference Brochure, registration form, maps, quotes.) The ATR Form must be submitted to
Finance no less than six weeks before the travel date, if airfare is involved otherwise, three
weeks.
4.1.2. Use estimates and other expense information (e.g. shuttle, mileage, meals estimates) to
complete the ATR Form. Copies may be obtained on the Town S-drive in the Forms folder.
4.1.3. Obtain airfare price comparisons using Orbitz, Travelocity, or Expedia and Southwest
Airlines or three separate airlines (with Southwest Airlines as one of the airlines) to secure the
best possible cost to the Town (i.e., airfare, shuttles, etc.), see §3.11.
4.1.4. Once the Employee request ATR Form has been approved, travel arrangements shall
be made (hotel, airfare, etc.) by Finance. Travel expenses, such as conference registration or
hotel accommodations, can be paid directly to the vendor by Town check or purchasing card.
Airfare accommodations can be paid directly by Town purchasing card. Be sure to include any
expenses that have been pre-paid by purchasing card on the form. The traveler cannot sign
his/her own travel request unless specifically authorized by §3.25 of this policy. The traveler’s
supervisor or manager who has signature authority for the charge center must sign the request.
4.1.5. While traveling, it is the traveler’s responsibility to obtain itemized receipts for all
expenses incurred. Collect all receipts for lodging, cab fare, shuttle fare, business calls etc., and
turn them in with your post travel reconciliation.
4.1.6. Upon return from the trip, the Post Travel Reconciliation (PTR) portion of the travel
form must be completed, approved (signed by supervisor/manager) and submitted within 21
working days after return date of travel. All receipts must be included as required, including
receipts when purchasing card was used to arrange the training/travel (Finance). No expenses
will be reimbursed without an itemized receipt.
Important Note: If the Post Travel Reconciliation is not completed and submitted to Finance within
the 21-day period or if receipts are not included, lodging and any ground transportation expenses may
be denied and/or considered taxable wages and added to the traveler’s payroll records.
4.1.7.

Have the post travel reconciliation reviewed and approved by authorized management.

4.2. UPPER LEVEL MANAGEMENT/DEPARTMENT HEAD.
4.2.1. Review the form as it relates to the employee’s training plan. Confirm that the proposed
training meets the requirements for the position. Affirm that the training event is listed in the
current budget, that the estimated amount is available in the employee’s training budget and
that the funds are available.
4.2.2. Review and verify the Request for Training and/or Travel Form for completeness per
requirements in all sections.
4.2.3.

Confirm that coverage for the employee absence will be possible.

4.2.4. Initial the form to indicate that you approve the training and have verified coverage for
the dates and times proposed; forward to Finance.
4.2.5. Once the traveler returns, require the traveler to complete and submit the Post Travel
Reconciliation portion of the travel form within the next few weeks after travel (the form must
be in Finance no later than 21 working days after return date of travel) for your approval.
Review all after trip expenses and ensure that all Town policies have been followed and that the
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appropriate documentation is enclosed. Approve the travel and expenses by signing in the post
travel section and ensure that it reaches Finance within the time period allowed.
Important Note: If the Post Travel Reconciliation is not completed and submitted to Finance within
the 21-day period or if receipts are not included, lodging and any ground transportation expenses may
be considered taxable wages and added to the traveler’s payroll records.
4.3. TOWN MANAGER AND FINANCE (SIGNATURE AUTHORITY).
4.3.1.

Finance: Administer the Town travel process.

4.3.1.1.

Confirm the data on the form and supporting documents.

4.3.1.2.
Receive the Travel and Training Requests and the Post Travel Reconciliations.
Ensure that all documentation is included and that Town policies have been
followed. Checks will be printed per policy guidelines.
4.3.1.3.

Verify the training event is listed in the employee’s training plan.

4.3.1.4.
Verify the training event is listed in the current budget, that the estimated
amount is available in the employee’s training budget and that the funds are
available.
4.3.1.5.
If all of the requirements are met, sign the form and forward to Town Manager
for final approval.
4.3.1.6.

Log the training event in the training and travel spreadsheet.

4.3.1.7.
Review the training and travel spreadsheet and contact any traveler that has not
returned their post travel reconciliation within the specified timeframe.
4.3.1.8.
If any of the requirements are not met; indicate the missing information and/or
discrepancy and return the form to the employee’s supervisor/manager.
4.3.1.9.
Upon receipt of post travel reconciliation; review the details, expenditures
figures and verify receipt(s) details. If the reconciliation is complete sign off and
forward to Town management for a second signature.
4.3.1.10. If any of the post travel requirements are not met; indicate the missing
information and/or discrepancy and return the form to the employee’s
supervisor/manager.
4.3.1.11. Upon receipt of Town Manager’s approval process the reimbursement request
with the next accounts payable check run.
4.3.2.

Town Manager; Review and approve or deny.

5. DEFINITIONS/GLOSSARY.
Accountable plan: A business-expense reimbursement which meets certain conditions set by the
Internal Revenue Service.
Advanced Training/Travel Request (ATR) and Post Travel Reconciliation (PTR) Form: The ATR
portion of this form is submitted to Finance, along with required documentation, at least six
weeks prior to overnight travel. The ATR is utilized to approve the travel and to request payment
of travel expenses. The PTR portion of this form is submitted to Accounts Payable, along with
required documentation, within 21 working days after return date of travel. The PTR is utilized to
approve all final travel expenses and reconcile all advance payments and totals.
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Employee Request for Training and/or Travel Form: Form used to justify the need to attend
conference and training that requires overnight travel by Town staff. Must include all associated
costs and justifications. The form is required to be approved prior to making any travel
arrangements.
Ground Transportation: Local forms of transportation (i.e., taxi, shuttle, bus, subway, etc.)
Incidental expenses: Includes, but is not limited to, expenses for laundry, maid service, baggage
handling or other fees and tips for services. Incidentals do not include taxi fares or the cost of
telephone calls, which should be included in ground transportation or lodging expenses.
Itemized receipt: A detailed receipt received for goods and services, which specifically lists each
individual charge and exactly what was purchased, total of all charges, method of payment, and
remaining balance (if any).
Travel: A trip to conduct official Town business, which cannot be completed within a full workday
and usually requires an overnight stay.
Upper Level Management: Town Manager, Finance Director, Charter Officials, Elected Officials,
Department Head or Administrator.
6. FORMS.
Advance Travel Request (ATR) and Post Travel Reconciliation (PTR); This combination form
must be completed for all Town travel (account #6020). The completed ATR/PTR form signifies
that travel is required to conduct Town business and all travel pre-pays/advances and post-trip
reconciliations and reimbursements have been properly reviewed and authorized as required by
IRS guidelines for an Accountable Travel Plan. This form is the only form that will be accepted by
Finance – all other forms will be returned to the requester.
The post travel reimbursement reconciliation (PTR part of the form) is submitted to Finance
within 21 working days after return date of travel and must also be signed as stated above. The
traveler may not sign approval for him/herself nor may a subordinate sign for approval.
All expenses relating to the travel must be recorded on the PTR form, whether Town check,
personal check, Town purchasing card or cash paid the expenses. All reimbursements must be
requested through this form. No travel reimbursements may be made through the Town’s Petty
Cash. The PTR form must be submitted after return from traveling regardless of whether or not
any funds are due the traveler or the Town.
There can be no more than one traveler listed per form. Submit separate forms for additional
travelers.
Expenses that are submitted without receipts may not be reimbursed, per IRS guidelines.
TOWN MANAGER APPROVAL

Initial: ______________

Notes: ______________________________________________________________________________
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